This research examines the use of fractal theory to study the properties of surface electromyogram (sEMG) 
INTRODUCTION
Surface Electromyogram (sEMG) is a surface recording of the underlying muscle activity. The strength of sEMG is a good measure of the strength of contraction of the muscle, and can be related to the movement and posture of the corresponding part of the body. SEMG reflects functional state of muscle fibres [4] . sEMG is a complex and non-stationary signal. The mechanism of sEMG is very complicated that every motor neuron has its own discharge threshold and recruiting level, which defines a muscle system as a complex nonlinear system [11] .
The methods used in sEMG analysis are linear in nature. The uses of linear methods are that they are often quite simple to implement and the interpretation of the results is more or less straightforward. In many cases the physiological systems underlying the sEMG are highly complex and, hence it is reasonable to assume that the mechanism generating the sEMG is nonlinear in nature. The properties describing nonlinear signals can be estimated by calculating nonlinear measures such as entropies, correlation and fractal dimensions, and selfcorrelation [8] . The use of nonlinear methods has increased substantially during the past decade and will be useful in characterizing sEMG.
Examples of new approaches in nonlinear methods have been proposed in literature for characterization of sEMG. They are spectral distribution i.e. Logarithmic representation of EMG spectrum, Poisson representation of EMG spectrum and the method that examines the 'complexity' of raw EMG i.e., Fractal dimension of sEMG. Out of these approaches, fractal dimension of sEMG has been found sensitive to magnitude and rate of force of generation [14] .
The non-periodic, turbulent property of the sEMG signal can be measured using fractals, by calculating fractal dimension. The fractal dimension is introduced as the index for describing the irregularity of this type of time series [1] . Recent works has been done on Fractal analysis of EMG signal. Gitter et. al [3] demonstrated that the fractal characteristics of EMG signal with a dimension is highly correlated with muscle force. Gupta et. al [2] reported that the fractal dimension can be used to characterise the EMG signal. Hu et al. [7] distinguished two different patterns of ASEMG signals by their fractal dimension from the filtered ASEMG signals. These studies demonstrate that fractal dimension can be used as a measure in characterising the EMG signal.
However, the characterisation using fractal dimension is highly limited. There is need to determine fractal features of sEMG that can be related to different aspects of muscle contraction such as levels of muscle contraction, size of muscles and depth of the active muscle. This may be useful in studying the sEMG model for subtle actions. In this paper, the authors report the use of fractal dimension and maximum fractal length of the sEMG signal from different recordings as features to study the model of sEMG for classification of different hand motions. The paper reports the results for the performance of these features for measure of muscle activity with respect to anatomical details of muscle.
THEORY
Many natural objects exhibit the property that as one views the object at greater manifestations, more and more similar structures are revealed. Fractals exhibit this self-similar property [5] . The source of sEMG is a set of similar action potentials originating from different locations in the muscles. Because of the self -similarity of the action potentials that are the source of the sEMG recordings over a range of scales, sEMG is expected to have fractals properties.
A. Self-similarity
Self-similarity is the scale invariance of a process and is a distinctive feature of most fractals. Self-similar processes are the ones in which a small portion of the process resembles a larger section when suitably magnified. Self-similarity, in a strict sense, means that the statistical properties of a stochastic process do not change for all aggregation levels of the stochastic process. The stochastic process 'looks the same' irrespective of any magnification of the process. Exactly selfsimilar fractal objects are identical regardless of the scale or magnification at which they are viewed [12] . For the signal or process, y(k) to be self-similar the variance of the aggregated process decays slowly with m and this selfsimilarity is measurable by H that is,
where H expresses the degree of self similarity; large values indicate stronger self-similarity.
B. Fractal dimension
Fractals refer to objects or signal patterns that have fractional dimension. These objects exhibit self-similarity. This defines that the objects or patterns on any level of magnification will yield a structure that resembles the larger structure in complexity. The measured property of the fractal process is scale dependant and has self-similar variations in different time scales. Fractal dimension (FD) is a measure of the fractal properties of any structure.
Biosignals such as sEMG are a result of the summation of identical motor units that travel through tissues and undergo spectral and magnitude compression. Researchers have studied fractal of sEMG to characterize normal and pathological signals. Anmuth et al. [6] determined that there was a small change of the fractal dimension of the EMG signal and this was linearly related to the activation of the muscle measured as a fraction of maximum voluntary contraction. They also observed a linear relationship between the fractal dimension and the flexion-extension speeds and load. Gitter et al determined that fractal dimension can be used to quantify the complexity of motor unit recruitment patterns [3] . Fractal dimension is a measure of the source properties and hence the authors propose to use it as a measure of the overall muscle properties. The fractal dimension is estimated by measuring the change in the length of the curve with the change in the measurement scale. Muscle dimensions and complexity are inherent properties of the muscle. This complexity may change with the change in shape and contraction of the muscle. While high level of contraction or muscle stretch would also have an impact on FD [2] , there would not be significant variations of FD with small changes of muscle contraction.
While FD of the signal would remain the same when there are small changes in the muscle activity, the overall length of the signal would change when there are more MUAPs. The authors propose to use the overall length of the signal as a measure of the muscle activity. Based on the experimental results, this paper reports that while FD may remain same for a muscle even though there is a small change in muscle contraction, maximum fractal length (MFL) measured as the absolute value of the length of the signal at the lowest scale follows the small changes in muscle contraction. An obvious application of these properties of sEMG is the identification of small changes in muscle activity in the presence of multiple active muscles. This paper also reports experiments conducted to verify this by classifying FD and MFL of sEMG recorded from the forearm identify small hand and wrist gestures.
METHODOLOGY
Experiments were conducted to determine fractal dimension and maximum fractal length for the study of sEMG model and for further classification. In order to determine the level of muscle activity, subtle hand gestures were chosen as experiments. This could be helpful in our study to determine FD and MFL at smallest level of gestures.
A. SEMG Recording and Experiments
Experiments were approved by University ethics committee to conduct experiments on human subjects and acquire sEMG using surface electrodes. Six male participants with no history of myo or neuro-pathology were chosen for experiments. For the data acquisition a sEMG acquisition system by Delsys (Boston, MA, USA) was used. Four electrode channels were placed over four different muscles [4] , [9] as follows (refer Table. 
1): Brachioradialis Flexor Carpi radialis (FCR), Flexor Carpi Ulnaris (FCU), Flexor digitorum superficialis (FDS).
Each channel is a set of two differential electrodes with a fixed inter-electrode distance of 10mm and a gain of 1000. Before placing the electrodes subject's skin was prepared by lightly abrading with skin exfoliate to remove dead skin that helps in reducing the skin impedance to less than 60kΩ. Skin was also cleaned with 70% v/v alcohol swab to remove any oil or dust on the skin surface. The following four different hand gestures were used as protocol to record sEMG from the participants: Wrist flexion, Index and Middle finger Flexion, Wrist flexion (towards little finger in horizontal plane), all finger flexion.
B. Data Analysis
As a first step of data analysis, fractal dimension and maximum fractal length for sEMG recordings of hand gestures, (refer Fig.1 ) were computed. These features were analyzed in relation to the level of muscle activity and its activity pattern with respect to the muscle anatomy. The performance of the feature set for classification against the corresponding hand gestures. At the second instance, the fractal property of recorded sEMG signal was analyzed by determining fractal dimension. Fractal dimension was calculated using the following procedure reported by Higuchi [1] for irregular time series. This procedure yields a more accurate estimation of fractal dimension [13] .
• Defining the length of the curve, X m k , as in (1) From the logarithmic plot, the Maximum Fractal Length i.e., the value of the length of the curve at the lower scale which represents the originating data point for the each sEMG signal for the respective hand motions was determined. This MFL represents the level of muscle activity for the particular gestures. The logarithmic plot of the modified sEMG signal for each of the four channels for all hand gestures was plotted. Each individual plot contains the curve for four channels for the each of the hand gesture. This is shown in Fig.1 and Fig.2 . This gives different pattern of muscle activation for different gestures. These patterns were related to the muscle anatomy using MFL as a measure of activation. The MFL and Fractal 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The feature set from the four hand gestures were used to classify the gestures with respect to the muscle activity pattern. The logarithmic plot of the signal length and scale for the four different hand gestures were plotted as shown in Fig.1 and Fig.2 . From the example plot, it is observed that there is a clear pattern for each of the gestures. Each sEMG from the different channel for a particular hand gesture has a specific pattern observable based on the slope of the line and point of intersection on the y-axis. The point of intersection with the y-axis is the point of lowest scale, and is the maximum fractal length (MFL).
From the results of all the subjects, there are some common observations: For Wrist Flexion gesture, Channel 2 has higher maximum fractal length i.e., level of muscle activity and for Wrist Flexion gesture towards little finger in horizontal plane, Channel 3 has higher MFL which relates to the muscle anatomy [4] , [9] (refer Fig.1 ). While for fingers flexion gestures, Channel 4 has higher maximum fractal length (MFL) at lower scales and as the line decays it overlaps with Channel 2 and Channel 1 at higher scales (refer Fig.2 ). This may be due overlap of recruitment of motor units for this particular gestures. This can be verified from the bar plots, which explains the mean and standard deviation of MFL for different gestures from different channels for single subject and different subjects shown in Fig.3 and Fig.4 respectively.
From the plots, it is also observed that there is a significant difference between the MFL values between the different gestures for the different channels.This investigation shows that the patterns are different for different hand gestures and can be used to study the sEMG model for the hand gestures. The feature set of MFL and fractal dimension, calculated from the slope of the line, can be used for classification of these hand gestures.The experimental results were analyzed to determine the inter-subject and intra-subject variations. The fractal dimension for different sEMG signal varied between 1.95 and 2.
From Fig.3 , the results indicate that there is very small interexperimental variation for a gesture for each subject, while from Fig.4 , it is evident that the standard deviation is much higher, suggesting high inter-subject variation. From Fig.3 , it is also observed that there are distinct muscle activation patterns for each of the gestures. While the research work related to ultrasonography is in progress, the authors have observed this to be consistent with ultrasonography.
CONCLUSION
This research reports the use of fractal theory to estimate the level and source of muscle activity of different hand gestures for determining the corresponding hand gesture. Fractal dimensions determine the complexity of the sEMG signal and the maximum fractal length represents a measure of muscle activity. This feature is useful for analysis of sEMG patterns when there are multiple active muscles and can be useful in modelling sEMG.
The experiment results have tested the efficacy of MFL and fractal dimension to identify the pattern of sEMG activity corresponding to each hand gesture. The results also demonstrate that there is small inter-experimental variation, while the inter-subject variations are larger. This may be attributable to the differences in anatomy of different subjects. Applications of this include developing more robust model of sEMG, overcoming cross talk issues and identifying muscle activity for applications such as human computer interface.
